DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING AND STRATEGY OF HAJDÚ-BIHAR COUNTY GOVERNMENT

PUBLIC COMPANY

COUNTRY / REGION:
Hungary/Észak-Alföld (Northern Great Plain)

CONTACT:
Tünde Szabó
http://hbmo.hu
szabo.tunde@hbmo.hu
+36 52 507 524

ADDRESS:
54. Piac Street
H-4024 Debrecen
Hungary

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
- Is seeking cooperation in preserving natural and cultural assets, finding new ways and fresh innovative solutions, green communities; sustainable tourism; ecotourism; thematic routes, agri-innovation, rural innovation - digital solutions, strengthening SMEs; clusters and networks, circular economy and renewable energy, cultural and creative industries;
- is responsible for planning procedures, implementation and co-ordination of spatial development rural development, writing proposals, managing national and international projects and dealing with sport, youth, minority issues as well;
- works in strong and continuous collaboration with all relevant actors at national, regional, local and international level;

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:
- Exchanging experiences and good practices;
- New project opportunities;
- Learning about new trends in the theme of regional development processes;
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